A WebDisc™ is a complete, comprehensive copy of all pages on a website, placed on CD or DVD in a format that is browsable directly from the disc without requiring any software. This means that copyright examiners can view the disc using any computer, and the disc contains an exact, viewable copy of the original website, as it appeared on the day the copy was made.

**What WebDisc means to you and your clients:**

- **Turnkey Service.** We produce the copy by “spidering” the site from our office in Los Angeles, CA. For clients whose technical expertise is wanting, or who do not have access to the webserver (which is typical of clients with remotely hosted websites), we can save you an immense amount of time and headache producing a website copy.

- **One-Day Turnaround.** We can produce most website copies in a single day, and ship them to you the next. Same-day service is also available.

- **Comprehensive Copy of Entire Website.** A WebDisc is comprehensive. We copy every page on the website — even pages that are dynamically generated (such as ASP-, CGI-, or Cold Fusion-generated pages). Copying only the files on a webserver is insufficient; for dynamically generated pages, where much of the actual content may be drawn from a company database or similar external source, a pure file copy will be missing this content. But with WebDisc, we get this content, convert it to HTML, and place it on the disc — producing an exact, browsable copy of the original site.

- **Permanent Record Makes Excellent Documentary Evidence of Content.** A WebDisc is a permanent, exact record of the site’s contents on the day the copy was made. WebDisc copies therefore not only make excellent copyright registration samples, but can serve as documentary evidence of the exact contents of a site, at a particular point in time.

- **Registration of Browsable CD Copy Protects Copyright in Displayed Content.** WebDiscs are browsable in native form, and do not require any software to view (other than a browser). Copyright examiners can view the contents of the disc simply by browsing it. WebDiscs are not only a record of the actual files that make up the website — they actually produce a viewable reproduction of the site. Because the Copyright Office stresses that a “registration will extend only to the copyrightable content of the work as received in the Copyright Office,” this is very important — it means WebDisc copyright deposits protect not just the copyright in your files, but also the viewable (displayed) content.

- **Fully Functional Copy Protects Copyright in Links and Relationships Between Pages.** WebDiscs are fully functional copies. Except for things like search boxes, which do require access to a live webserver to use, all of the links on the disc will work. Every link on every page of a WebDisc can be clicked on and used to browse to other pages on the disc. This helps protect the copyright registration in the arrangement and relationship of the pages, as well as any link-based functionality on the original site.